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SUMMARY
The ERS-1 satellite, launched in 1991, has provided altimetric observations of the
Greenland Ice Sheet and 80 per cent of the Antarctica Ice Sheet north of 82°S. It was
placed in a geodetic (168-day repeat) orbit between April 1994 and March 1995,
yielding a 1.5 km across-track spacing at latitude 70° with a higher along-track sampling
of 350 m. We have analysed the waveform altimetric data from this period to compute
maps with a 1/30° grid size. Data processing consists of correcting for environmental
factors and editing and retracking the waveforms. A further step consists of reducing
the radial orbit error through crossover analysis and correcting the slope error to
second order. The high-resolution topography of both ice sheets reveals numerous
details. A kilometre-scale surface roughness running at 45° from the flow direction is
the dominant topographic characteristic of both continents. Antarctica also exhibits
many scars due to local flow anomalies. Several physical processes can be identified:
abrupt transitions from deformation to sliding and vice versa, and impressive strike-slip
phenomena, inducing en echelon folds.
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of ice sheets, predicted by Orovan (1949), and medium-scale
1 INTRODUCTION

surface undulations. The parabolic shape was theoretically
Ice sheet surface topography plays an important role in ice explained by Glen (1955), whilst the surface undulations were

sheet dynamics, flow and balance studies. This is due to the related to bedrock topography perturbations, reduced by a

result of a balance between snow accumulation and ablation damping factor that depends on ice thickness, velocity, viscosity
and ice flow above bedrock. Therefore, surface topography and undulation wavelengths (Budd 1970). The first regional
contains a signature of the main physical processes (climatic topography maps were derived from aircraft surveys for Terre
and dynamic) that act on an ice sheet. As the viscosity and Adelie land (in 1974) or from balloons (in 1982) prior to the
thermal inertia are large, the current topography results from first satellite radar altimetry map (Brooks & Norcross 1982).

the climatic and dynamic history over the last few tens of Owing to the size and climatological conditions of an ice

thousands of years. It is also an initial condition for the future sheet, satellite altimetry provides a powerful tool for surface
evolution. The large-scale topography controls flow direction observations. The first studies made with the Seasat altimeter
and its mapping allows the derivation of the balance velocity. (Zwally et al. 1983; Cudlip & McIntyre 1986; Rémy et al.
Moreover, the deformation and sliding velocities depend on the 1989) were able to distinguish characteristic surface features

basal shear stress and thus on surface slopes. Accurate infor- linked to the flow: flat surface areas related to subglacial

mation about the topography is thus crucial in the prediction lakes or 20-km-scale undulations related to bedrock. These

of the future evolution and in furthering our knowledge of ice observations were available only over southern Greenland and

dynamics, either by providing an empirical parametrization of over a small region of Antarctica to the north of 72°S.

The ERS-1 satellite was launched in 1991 by the Europeanthe flow law or by pointing out unknown physical processes.

From the small scale to the large scale, topography contains Space Agency to study the Earth’s environment. Its spatial

coverage between 82°N and 82°S provides for the first timeimportant information on local anomalies or on general trend

behaviour, which can be inverted from precise topography altimetric observations of the whole Greenland Ice Sheet and

80 per cent of the Antarctic Ice Sheet. It was initially placed(Rémy et al. 1996).

From the first in situ observations, two main topographic in 3- and 35-day repeat orbits, up to April 1994. The launch

of ERS-1 allowed a much greater area to be viewed than wascharacteristics were observed: the large-scale parabolic shape
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previously possible and, for instance, the discovery of the large geophysical corrections are taken from Brisset & Rémy (1996).

We used the Delft Institute precise orbit, and the altitude isareal extent of Vostok Lake (Ridley et al. 1993; Kapitsa et al.
1996), the mapping of the characteristic kilometre-scale rough- given with respect to the WGS-84 ellipsoid.
ness amplitude (Brisset & Rémy 1996) and an improvement

in the geometric boundary conditions (Bamber & Huybrechts
2.2 Radial orbit error and crossover analysis1996). In addition to these observations related to particular

anomalies or rheological behaviour, the first large-scale topo-
The crossover analysis and the height interpolation (next

graphy derived from the 35-day repeat orbit allowed ice-flow
section) are taken from Cazenave et al. (1996), where these

modelling to be constrained and thus geophysical parameters
techniques are detailed. As the radial orbit error occurs at

to be estimated or fitted. With the help of such a topography,
long wavelengths (Chelton & Schlax 1993), it is empirically

Budd & Warner (1996) compared the computed balance
modelled by adjusting simple functions such as polynomials

surface velocity and the observed deformation velocity in order
or sinusoids along satellite profiles. It is then reduced by the

to estimate rates of change of elevation. Rémy et al. (1996)
procedure of crossover analysis. In contrast to the oceanic

estimated rheological values, and pointed out changes in flow
case, the temporal fluctuations of the ice sheet topography are

regime due to ice temperature. Some physical processes can
negligible in comparison with the orbit error. However, snow

also be deduced from the topography. Rémy & Minster (1997)
surface characteristics exhibit variations due to changes in

showed that the anomalies of the surface topography, due to the
meteorological conditions, yielding artificial variations of a few

boundary flow conditions of glaciers, propagate from the coast
tens of centimetres in height (Legresy & Rémy 1998), at a

up to the dome. This indicates the drainage pattern, upstream
meteorological scale and a seasonal scale. Moreover, the

glacier positions or the flowline directions, and also the role
orientation between antenna polarization and sastrugi direction

of the outlet flow conditions of the whole ice sheet shape.
partially affects the volume contribution of the altimetric

In April 1994, ERS-1 was moved to a geodetic 168-day
return echo (Legresy & Rémy 1998). This effect contributes to

repeat orbit of two shifted cycles in order to obtain a global
the difference of height measurements between ascending and

mapping between 82°N and 82°S of the mean sea surface, until
descending satellite ground tracks because of the difference in

mid-March 1995. Previous altimetric measurements with such
orientation between satellite ground tracks. This effect leads

a high-density coverage (Geosat geodetic mission) had already
to a large stationary geographical signature, linked to the

been made, but were restricted to between 72°N and 72°S medium-scale topography orientation, and has an amplitude
(Sandwell 1992). The first ERS high-resolution map of the mean of 30 cm in areas of strong katabatic wind.
sea surface that revealed the very fine structure of the marine The crossover difference is minimized through a least-squares
geoid was produced by Cazenave et al. (1996). The spacing approach. In order to minimize the error due to the medium-
between satellite tracks of 8 km at the equator decreases to scale orbit error, we process as long a track as possible (up to
1.5 km at 70°. Moreover, the raw altimeter data used for few thousand kilometres). The orbit error and the seasonal
continental altimetric studies is given each 1/20 s, correspond- signal are then assumed to be well corrected, while the errors
ing to a 350 m spacing along track. This very dense along- due to track orientation and the meteorological scale error are
and across-track sampling allows us to recover the surface assumed to be minimized. Before adjustment, the rms crossover
topography with a very high resolution. Comparisons of such difference is 0.97 m over East Antarctica, 1.5 m over uneven
a map with Landsat Thematic Mapper images around the ice West Antarctica and 0.75 m over the flat Ross and Ronne ice
stream of the Ross Ice Shelf have demonstrated the usefulness shelves. After adjustment, the rms crossovers are, respectively,
of the newly available fine-scale topographic data (Bamber & 0.78 m, 1.3 m and 0.55 m. Therefore, the improvement is of
Bindschadler 1997). the same order for the three regions (between 0.55 and 0.6 m),

The aim of this paper is to focus on the particular infor- whilst the final error appears to be linked to the mean
mation contained in such a topography and to point out kilometre-scale roughness. Indeed, after retracking, the remain-
physical processes acting at the 10–20 km scale, which are not ing white noise is mostly due to the complex convolution
yet fully identified and understood. between volume echo and the kilometre-scale roughness that

distorts the waveform shape (Wingham 1995; Legresy & Rémy
1997). Finally, we note that the rms after adjustment is not

2 DATA ANALYSIS reduced by increasing the degree of freedom of the polynomial
forms, indicating that the error associated with long-wavelength

2.1 Data processing phenomena (mainly orbit) is well modelled.

We used the waveform altimeter product (WAP) delivered by

the UK Processing and Archiving Facility (UK-PAF). The
2.3 Interpolation and slope error correction

altimeter was in ice mode during the geodetic cycle. The ice-

mode tracking is devoted to the tracking of steep topography, The 30 million measurements over Antarctica and the 3 million
whilst ocean-mode tracking, having a bandwidth that is four over Greenland have been interpolated on a regular grid of
times higher, is more accurate but is not able to follow the 1/30°×1/30° mesh size, that is, around 3.5 km in latitude and
steep area of the ice sheet margins. Up to 30 million waveforms from 1.3 to 0.6 km in longitude. This very high-resolution map
over Antarctica and 3 million over Greenland are available is compatible with the along- and across-track sampling. We
and were reprocessed. The small-scale topography signal causes used commercial UNIRAS software for this purpose and
a poor on-board tracking of the ground. This is corrected selected a bilinear interpolation method. Data inside a circular
for by using the retracking algorithm developed in Féménias area around a grid node were used for interpolation, and a

search radius of 1/4° was considered.et al. (1993) and Legresy & Rémy (1997). Data editing and
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At this point in the calculation, the slope-induced error can data), to 250 m at the seaward margin. The ice velocity

increases from a few hundred metres per year near the continentbe corrected (Brenner et al. 1983). This error is due to the
shift of the impact point in the upslope direction, and is the to 1000 m yr−1 near the edge (Rommelaere & MacAyeal 1997).

Some well-known topographic signatures of the glaciersdominant error in altimeter heights of an ice sheet. This error

is less than 0.5 m for regions where the slope is less than 0.05°, already detected from AVHRR images (Casassa & Whillians
1994) and associated with their dynamics are also clearlye.g. near domes or ice divides, but can reach a few metres

elsewhere. This error depends on all surface derivatives. For visible. For instance, Byrd Glacier, which flows from East

Antarctica into the Ross Ice Shelf near 80°S, 160°E, induces aeach grid node, the slope and curvature are estimated by fitting
a biquadratic form to the vicinity of the node and the correction positive anomaly up to 10 m high that is more than 200 km

long. It is also true of the ice streams that drain out of theis applied as explained in Rémy et al. (1989).

West Antarctica Ice Sheet, in particular ice streams D and E,
which go north of Siple Dome (152°W, 81.5°S, the white area

3 HIGH-RESOLUTION SURFACE
of the top left corner of Fig. 4). The positive topographic

TOPOGRAPHY: RESULTS AND
anomaly is strongly enhanced by the presence of the Roosevelt

DISCUSSION
Ice island which breaks the flow. The whole ice shelf, like the
whole ice sheet, is composed of adjacent and well-separated

3.1 General characteristics of ice sheet topography and
flowlines. These elongated topographic anomalies for the

surface slope
grounded ice sheet are due to outlet flow conditions that are
transmitted from the coast up to the dome (Rémy & MinsterThe high-resolution topographies of Antarctica and Greenland

are shown Figs 1 and 2. Both maps unveil regular 10-km-scale 1997) and that are strongly persistent. On the other hand, in
the ice shelf case these topographic anomalies arise from theroughness, but the Antarctic map also exhibits several impressive

scars related to local flow anomalies. Most of them are located difference in glacier velocity in the upstream direction, and their

signatures are persistent only over a few hundred kilometres,in Terre Adelie and Wilkes Land. On the close-up view
(Fig. 3), one can identify lakes such as Vostok (105°E, 77°S) that is, during around 1000 years.

The quasi-periodic variation of some of these topographicand Astrolabe (136°E, 69°S), inland slope breaks such as the
L-shaped scar near (140°E, 75°S), 10-km-scale undulation net- signature was pointed out by Bamber & Bindschadler (1997)

on the western part of the shelf. They observed these quasi-works that sometimes intermingle with each other (110°E, 73°S),

and 60-km-scale undulations over the ice shelf (Fig. 4). periodic features in the flow direction and related this to
regions of higher basal resistance. However, the topographicThe surface slope (Figs 5 and 6) and its direction play

a role in the estimation of the intensity and direction of the signature of the Nimrod Glacier (first glacier east of the Byrd

glacier), coming from the south at longitude 165°E, also showsice flow, and of the flow of katabatic winds. Same details,
namely 10-km-scale undulations, lakes or scars, are also visible an unexpected periodic bumpy topography after its deflection

to the right. At this location, the shelf is floating, so localin these maps. At the large scale, the inland surface slope of

Antarctica slowly increases from 0 to 3 m km−1, before variations of the friction cannot explain this. Moreover, one
observes that the bumps have a 55 km even spacing and anabruptly decreasing at a height of 2000 m. This slope break

plays an important role in the ice dynamics and in the katabatic oblique orientation of approximately 45° to the mean glacier

direction, which corresponds to the well-known geologicalflow regime (Pettré et al. 1986).
The most striking feature is the irregular slope intensity en echelon folds (see Sylvester 1988 for a review). These en echelon

morphologies could be related to the faster flow coming fromat small scales, which raises the problem of the horizontal

distance over which the slope parameter is to be averaged Beardmore and Lennox-King Glacier because its direction is
in good agreement with left-lateral strike-slip and becausewhen applying the flow law. On a large scale, i.e. 20 times the

ice thickness, shallow ice approximation to order 0 is valid bump morphologies are observed before the shear zone

between the Nimrod and Byrd glaciers. The factors that control(Morland 1984): the ice flow at any depth is directed along
the steepest slope of the surface. The shear stress is dominant the style and development of these structures in simple shear

have not been clearly defined. However, since the fold spacing,over other stresses and can be used for large-scale modelling.

At a smaller scale, other stresses such as longitudinal stress orientation, size and rate of growth depend on the cohesion
of the ice, on the strain rate and on the degree of strike-slipcan no longer be neglected. We will show that the small-scale

behaviour of the surface slope then gives information on the convergence, their analysis may help to constrain the ice shelf

rheology better.physical characteristics that need to be taken into account.
The same is true of the katabatic flow: the effect of the

undulations may be neglected only if the scale is smaller than
3.3 Glacial lakes

50 km (Kikuchi & Ageta 1989).
Depending on ice thickness, geothermal flux and thermal

dissipation, basal ice may reach the melting point in some
3.2 Ice shelves

places. If the basal bedrock slope is approximately 10 times
that of the surface, then the pressure gradient is not sufficientMuch of Antarctica is surrounded by large floating ice shelves.

They are fed by ice flows from the grounded ice sheet and to drive out the water. Such cases appear in Antarctica and
were identified from radio echo sounding (Oswald & Robinby snow accumulation, while ablation is principally due to

iceberg calving and basal melting. The Ross Ice Shelf, shown 1973), for instance the Vostok Lake (see Figs 1 and 3 near

105°, from 76°S to 79°S), which has an impressive surfacein Fig. 4, is the largest shelf of Antarctica, with a surface of
525×103 km2. The mean thickness varies from 1000 m where signature and whose true size was revealed by ERS altimetric

observations (Ridley et al. 1993; Kapitsa et al. 1996). Slidingthe ice starts to float (300 km south of the limit of the ERS
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Figure 1. High-resolution map of Antarctic Ice Sheet topography from the ERS1 geodetic mission. The grid size is 1/30°.

releases the basal shear stress producing a vanishing surface upstream area and a symmetrical bump between the lake and

the downstream area (Fig. 7). The trough was observed byslope. However, one observes that the flat area is surrounded
by two symmetrical dips. An enlargement of this area in Ridley et al. (1993) from the Fast Delivery data of an ERS

track crossing this area, and compared to the flexure due to athe flow direction exhibits a trough between the lake and the

© 1999 RAS, GJI 139, 645–656
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Figure 2. High-resolution map of Greenland Ice Sheet topography from the ERS1 geodetic mission. The grid size is 1/30°.

flow transition. Indeed such troughs are observed near ice upstream slope is of the same order of magnitude as the
downstream slope, one can assume that the friction before andstream grounding zones (Vaughan 1994) and are numerically

generated when simulating an abrupt flow transition (Lestringant after the sliding area is of the same order, and thus that both

opposite transitions lead to symmetrical topographic signatures.1994). However, it is the first time that a transition between
weak friction and strong friction (compression) and its inverse The whole transition takes place on a characteristic 20 km

scale and yields a 6 m high anomaly (Fig. 7). The same analysis(extension) have been mapped so accurately. As the averaged

© 1999 RAS, GJI 139, 645–656
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Figure 3. Close-up view of Terre Adélie and Wilkes Land. Several impressive scars related to local flow anomalies are visible, including ‘lakes’, a

slope break and intersecting undulation networks.

was performed for the Astrolabe Lake (69°S, 136°E). This to km 15 corresponding to a longitudinal extension, followed
indicates a similar horizontal characteristic scale with a greater by a longitudinal compression from km 15 to km 25. Shoemaker
topography anomaly (12 m). This characteristic scale is actually (1990) only modelled the first transition part. A first-order
much larger than that obtained by Shoemaker (1990) in his analysis may explain the whole transition signature.
model of the transition zone. Also, his model only predicts a The steady-state equation, which can be applied at any scale,
decrease of the surface topography. leads to

However, Fig. 7 suggests that the transition between defor-
mation and sliding occurs in two steps: a first step from km 5 U dH+H dU=b dx , (1)

© 1999 RAS, GJI 139, 645–656
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Figure 4. Close-up view of the Ross Ice Shelf. Note the impressive signature of glaciers draining West and East Antarctica, bumpy topography of

one glacier coming from the south, and the negative topography anomaly in the middle of the shelf.

where U is the mean horizontal velocity, H is the ice thickness, 8.95×10−6 yr−1 at the end of the transition (eqs 2 and 3).

However, the dU/dx value over the lake, where dH/dx is 0, mustb is the accumulation rate and x is the flow direction (with
U=3 m yr−1, H=3800 m and b=0.025 g cm−2, Kapitsa et al. be 6.93×10−6 yr−1. To reach the equilibrium, a second step

is thus necessary, corresponding to a longitudinal compression.1996; Ritz 1989).

The derivative of the horizontal velocity with respect to x The jump in ice thickness can be deduced from (1):
is given by the Glen law with n=3:

DH=[b−HD(dU/dx)]l
2
/U ; (4)

dU/dx=A(t2
xz
+s2

xx
)s
xx

, (2)
due to the difference between the densities of ice and water,
the corresponding height jump is given by (Kapitsa et al. 1996)where t

xz
is the basal shear stress, s

xx
is the longitudinal stress

and A is the flow law constant, 0.053 yr−1 bar−3. Shoemaker
Dh= (1−rice/rwater)DH . (5)

(1990) assumed that the basal shear stress linearly decreased
during the transition occurring at a length l1 , from to to 0, If we assume that l2 is around 10 km (Fig. 7) and (1–rice/rwater )

is 0.1, then Dh is found to be 5.6 m. These values are in goodand with the help of the mass equilibrium equation he derived
the evolution of the longitudinal stress during the transition. agreement with observations. The scale at which longitudinal

stress acts seems to be between 2 and 3 times the ice thickness,Its mean horizontal value is given by

which is in good agreement with theory.
s
xx

(x)=tox/(4H)(2−x/l
1
)+toH/(12l

1
) . (3)

At the end of the transition ice is floating over the lake. Indeed,
3.4 Surface undulations

we find s
xx

and then dU/dx are positive, corresponding to
longitudinal extension. dU/dx deduced from eq. (2) allows the The presence of undulations on the ice sheet surface has

been attributed to the processes of the ice flow above irregularestimation of dH/dx using (1). If one assumes a transition

length of 10 km, the corresponding height profile fits the data bedrock (Bourgoin 1956; Budd 1971). Robin (1967) explained
surface slope fluctuations in terms of variations in the longi-from km 5 to km 15 well. In this case, dU/dx is found to increase

from 7.95×10−6 yr−1 [eq. (1) with dH/dx=1.5 m km−1] to tudinal stress that are produced by ice flow over the bedrock.
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Figure 5. High-resolution map of the Antarctic Ice Sheet surface slope from the ERS1 geodetic mission. ‘Lakes’, domes and ice divides appear in

mauve, whilst steep areas appear in red.

Budd (1970) defined a damping factor that describes the derived a filter function that defines the fraction of the bedrock
amplitudes transmitted to the ice sheet surface as a functiontransfer of features in the basal topography to the ice surface

and predicted a dominant response with wavelengths 3.3 times of wavelength and suggested an increasing surface response at
longer wavelengths. A spectral analysis of the surface topographythe ice thickness. On the other hand, Hutter et al. (1981)
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Figure 6. High-resolution map of the Greenland Ice Sheet surface slope from the ERS1 geodetic mission.

derived from airborne altimeters seems to confirm the greater (1993) showed that these features are associated with large
variations of net accumulation rate. These authors attributedresponse of the ice sheet to bedrock features with longer

wavelengths (McIntyre 1986). the surface undulations to snow redistribution by katabatic

wind. However, a theoretical study of katabatic wind suggestsUndulating topography on the East Antarctic Ice Sheet
is also clearly revealed by the NOAA Advanced Very High that the wind is able to create a 40 km wavelength topography

only after the slope break (Pettré et al. 1986).Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR). Using these data, Seko et al.
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exhibit elongated undulations whose oblique orientation is
frequently at 45° to the large-scale surface slope direction,
assumed to be the flowline direction. In order to check that
this orientation is not due to a data processing artefact, a
200 km×400 km area is enlarged in Fig. 8 with closely spaced
isocontour lines in order to show the undulations. The trail-
ing edges of the altimetric waveforms for the ascending and
descending passes are shown in Figs 8(a) and (b), respectively.
The altimetric trailing edge is controlled at the large scale
by the surface slope (Martin et al. 1983) and radar wave
penetration within the snowpack (Ridley & Partington 1988)

Figure 7. Cross-section of the Vostok Lake along latitude 78°. The
and by surface curvature at the radar footprint (i.e. 10 km)

basal lake corresponds to the flat area from km 10 to km 65. Note the
scale (Legresy & Rémy 1997). It thus provides an independenttransition between strong friction and weak friction, and vice versa.
estimate of the surface curvature variations. The elongated
features are also visible in this radar waveform parameter and

McIntyre (1986) found that the distributions of small-scale confirm the main characteristics. These features are similar in
surface gradients normal and parallel to flowlines are similar ascending and descending pass data, demonstrating that this
in form and magnitude, and modelled undulations such as is not an artefact due to the difference between ascending and

descending passes (Legresy & Rémy 1998).symmetrical dome-shaped features. However, Figs 5 and 6

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Enlargement of an undulating area. A radar waveform parameter affected by surface curvature is shown for (a) ascending and

(b) descending passes. These undulations are thus neither an artefact from the topography construction or an artefact from the pass direction. The

isolines of the superimposed topography are shown every 2 m. Note that the undulations are elongated and have an orientation of 45° with respect

to the surface slope direction.
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breaks, glacier flowlines, en echelon structures and undulations.

Some details of these topographic signatures were noted for
the first time, for instance the presence of the en echelon
structure of the ice shelf or the characteristic orientation of the

undulations.
Topographic signatures of the flat ice shelf allowed the

distinction of adjacent glaciers and allowed us to see lateral
stress effects. En echelon structures with an oblique orientation

at 45° with respect to the flow direction were found.

Local sliding areas such as ‘lakes’ seem to be surrounded

by two symmetrical topographic anomalies. Bumps and troughs

on the topography are associated with abrupt transition from
weak to strong friction and from strong to weak friction,

respectively. We quantitatively showed that these transitions

occur in two steps, longitudinal extension followed by longi-

tudinal compression for a transition between deformation and
sliding, and vice versa. All characteristic scales of the longi-
tudinal variations are around 10 km. This scale correspondsFigure 9. Main undulation characteristics of the Greenland Ice Sheet

(solid lines) and the Antarctica Ice Sheet (in dashed lines). The to the scale at which longitudinal stress acts.
amplitude (in m) and the 5-km-scale rms slope (m km−1) are shown In the same way, the 10-km-scale undulations seem to be
with respect to the large-scale surface slope. the main ice sheet surface features. Up to now, they have been

modelled as symmetrical dome-shaped features. Their spatial
The average characteristics of these undulations are dis- characteristics pointed out in this paper will allow a better

played in Fig. 9, plotted as a function of the 30-km-scale understanding and modelling of these networks. They are
surface slope (i.e. estimated at the 30 km scale), which increases found to be elongated, frequently oriented at 45° to the flowline
regularly from the ice divide to the coast. The mean rms height directions. Their amplitude and 5-km-scale slope in the shortest
is estimated by removing the 30-km-scale topography, while direction increase linearly with surface slope. Finally, the 10 km
the mean 5-km-scale rms slope is estimated by removing the scale seems to be a characteristic scale of ice flow processes.
30-km-scale slope. Both undulation amplitudes and the 5-km- The similarity between the scale of the transition zone and that
scale slope increase linearly with the large-scale slope. The of the undulations, and the similarity between the orientation
amplitude dependence on large-scale slope increases from 2 to of the en echelon structures and that of the undulation networks
8 m, and is the same for both ice sheets; the 5-km-scale slope may prove useful in investigating these features more closely.
is slightly greater for Antarctica than for Greenland. If the Several other glaciological investigations may be conducted
shortest scale is modelled by a sinusoidal function A sin(2p/l) using this data set. No other geodetic mission is planned in the
of a given wavelength l and amplitude A, then the wavelength near future, and such topographies will remain of importance
can be given by the ratio between the rms height and the rms for a long time. In particular, they will represent a basis for
slope, multiplied by 2p. We found values of around 18 km for any long-term survey of the ice sheet volume.
Antarctica and 20 km for Greenland.
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